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Abstract 

  

In the storybook entitled "Piggy Bank" by Intan Hestika Dhesi Ariani, children's self-confidence fosters a sense of pride in their homemade 

work. This children's story book entitled the chicken piggy bank, which will be examined, contains a character that is confident and proud 

of their own work. It is on page 12, where a group of children are trying to make a chicken piggy bank by following some directions from 
an adult. Then after the piggy bank is finished they are confident and proud of their own work. This research uses textual analysis methods. 

This book is very useful in order to foster a sense of pride in their own work in early childhood. 
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1. Introduction 

Early Childhood Education must be refocused on the needs and interests of the child, while also fostering a joyful and 

cozy play environment that encourages children to be brave and express their thoughts freely.  

This is in line with Permendiknas Number 58, which states  that early childhood learning program is implemented based 

on the principle of learning through play by taking into account the individual differences, interests, and abilities of each 

child, as well as the socio-cultural context and the circumstances and needs of the community. 

Building self-confidence is a component of intrapersonal intelligence, which possesses a powerful will, a strong ability 

to concentrate while working or studying alone, a high level of self-confidence, and is engaged in a variety of activities. 

Working independently and creatively, getting things done from the child's perspective, and having a positive self-concept are 

all examples of things that help children develop emotionally. Flavor self-confidence has the power to encourage kids to dare 

to express an opinion, be kind, and pay attention to their task.  

In the story book entitled "Celengan Ayam" by Intan Hestika Dhesi ArianI, self-confidence in children fosters a sense of 

pride in their homemade work. 

Self-confidence is the belief in one's own best talents, which include being adequate and aware of them, able to use 

them effectively to solve problems in the best way possible, and able to make other people's lives more enjoyable. 

In some studies, self-confidence can be grown with several activities. For example, the application of play to build self-

confidence in early childhood. To develop into adults, children in their early years need to have self-confidence as well. The 

presence or absence of self-confidence is one of the main determinants of one's success. 

This children's story book entitled “Celengan Ayam”, which will be examined, contains a confident character who is 

proud of his own work. It is on page 12, where a group of children are trying to make a chicken piggy bank by following 

some directions from an adult. Then after the piggy bank they are confident and proud of their own work. 
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2. Research Methods 

This research uses textual analysis method. Textual refers to a linguistic unit that takes the shape of text and is abstract 

in the sphere of sentences and word discourses (Kridalaksana, 2018). The method of textual analysis used is related to 

qualitative research. Textual means a language unit in the form of text and is abstract in the field of rows or discourses of 

sentences and words.This study is descriptive qualitative in nature. The entire qualitative technique makes use of means of 

interpretation in the form of adjectives that characterize occurrences that have already occurred and are gathered in the form 

of text, symbols, and images (Ratna, 2105). The source of the data in this study is a story book entitled "celengan ayam" by 

Intan Hestika Dhesi Ariani. 

The data collection technique in this research is documentation through reading and taking notes. Reading for research 

is not a job that can be done passively. Instead of just absorbing all of the "knowledge" contained in the reading material, 

readers are invited to engage in a "hunt" activity that demands their active and critical participation in order to get the best 

possible outcomes. 

A study that is descriptive is referred to as descriptive qualitative (QD) in qualitative research. This kind of study is 

typically employed in social phenomenology (Kim, et. All., 2016). 

The goal of qualitative descriptive research (QD) is to identify patterns that developed from an event by thoroughly 

exploring who, what, where, and how an experience occurred (Kim, et. All, 2016). Data analysis in this study is reading, 

taking notes, classifying, analyzing and drawing conclusions 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The ability to accept failure and bounce back from sudden disappointment is another sign of self-confidence (Khriana, 

nd,). Proud of one's own work is part of self-confidence.Being proud of the results of a piggy bank that has been made by 

yourself is one of the attitudes of a person or a child towards his own work without feeling discouraged regardless of the 

shape or result of his creation. 

In an excerpt from a children's story book entitled “Celengan Ayam”, a sense of pride in one's own work is on page 12, 

namely “This is our work. We made it, and we are proud.” 

In the children's story book, two children are going to buy a piggy bank but there is no ready-made piggy bank yet. The 

new salesman would make one, and asked if the two children would be willing to help make the piggy bank. After going 

through several stages and according to them there was something that was not easy, they finally finished their piggy bank. 

These two children feel proud of their work .  

Socialemotional developments of early childhood is pride in their own work. Proud of one's own work shows high self-

confidence. This of course greatly affects one's life in the future. 

Children need to be instilled with confidence at a young age using entertaining techniques to avoid making them bored. 

Thus, being proud of one's own work is very important for the emotional development of early childhood. By feeling proud 

of their work, the child's self-confidence will increase which will make the child not feel afraid or low self-esteem 

 

4. Conclusions 

Confident with pride in his own work in a story book entitled “Celengan Ayam” is done by showing his work with pride 

and with high self-confidence. This book is very useful in order to foster a sense of pride in their own work in early 

childhood. 
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